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Abstract
Background Neurological manifestations of COVID-19 infection are well recognized. Seizures and status epilepticus (SE) 
have been reported as possible manifestations and/or complications of SARS-CoV-2 infection at different disease stages, 
but few data are known about the type, severity, treatment response, and recurrence.
Methods Single-center retrospective case series.
Results This case series describes four COVID-19-positive patients admitted to an Italian University Hospital, who developed 
status epilepticus during the active phase of disease, independently from the severity of respiratory symptoms. Two of them 
presented a relapse after resolution of the acute viral infection, a feature that has not been previously reported.
Conclusions Although a possible association between SE and COVID-19 has been reported, the exact etiopathogenetic 
mechanism remains still not understood. Our series adds new insights to shed further light on this controversial issue.
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Introduction

Status epilepticus (SE) is a rare manifestation of SARS-
CoV-2 infection, which can take place in various disease 
stages. Little is known about its features, therapeutic 
response, and implications on survival. Current information 
is mainly based on single case reports [1].

Here, we present the largest to date case series of de novo 
SE in COVID-19 patients, highlighting several characteris-
tics previously unreported.

Methods

In this retrospective case series, we identified 4 patients 
admitted at our Neurological Unit dedicated to COVID-
19-positive subjects between October 1, 2020, and March 
31, 2021. Informed consent was obtained from the patients’ 
family.

All patients had long-term EEG monitoring, which were 
reviewed by two independent epileptologists. For the defini-
tion of nonconvulsive SE (NCSE), the Salzburg Criteria [2] 
were followed. Serum inflammatory markers with the inclu-
sion of IL-6 and IL-8 levels were routinely assessed during 
hospital stay. Spinal tap was performed in three subjects; the 
remaining patient denied the consent. Cerebrospinal fluid 
(CSF) IL-6 and IL-8 levels were available for every patient, 
as well as SARS-CoV-2 RNA, while CSF IgG detection 
were not performed by our laboratory. Table 1 summarized 
main laboratory findings. All our patients were not candi-
date for COVID-specific therapies; all of them underwent 
only supportive therapies (oxygen therapy, steroids, and low 
molecular weight heparin).
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Case presentation

Patient 1

An 81-year-old female, with multiple comorbidities 
including systemic hypertension and primary hyperparath-
yroidism, became COVID-19 positive as a consequence of 
disease spreading among her relatives. One week later, she 
developed fever and confusion. Three days after hospital 

admission she became suddenly unresponsive. No signs of 
respiratory dysfunction were detectable. Brain CT scan, 
blood tests, and lumbar puncture did not reveal anything 
significant, with the exception of a weak positivity for 
anti-Zic4 antibody in blood and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) 
samples. EEG showed abundant 1- to 2.5-Hz generalized 
sharp/triphasic waves predominant on the left fronto-
parietal region, concerning for nonconvulsive SE (NCSE) 
(Fig. 1A). Brain MRI showed multiple  T2/FLAIR/DWI 
hyperintense areas over the middle cerebellar peduncles, 

Table 1  Serum and CSF levels of cytokines

n.a., not available; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; IL, interleukin

Patients Cytokines Serum concentration, 
pg/mL (range)

Interpretation CSF concentration, 
pg/mL (range)

Interpretation CSF/serum ratio CSF SARS-
CoV-2 
RNA

Patient 1 IL-6
IL-8

11.8 (0.8–6.4)
8.9 (6.7–16.2)

↑
Normal

5 (2.1–9.6)
71.5 (22.0–61.0)

Normal
↑

0.42
8.03

Negative

Patient 2 IL-6
IL-8

33.0 (0.8–6.4)
12.3 (6.7–16.2)

↑
Normal

n.a
n.a

n.a
n.a

n.a
n.a

n.a

Patient 3 IL-6
IL-8

12.0 (0.8–6.4)
38.3 (6.7–16.2)

↑
↑

8.9 (2.1–9.6)
64.9 (22.0–61.0)

Normal
↑

0.74
1.69

Negative

Patient 4 IL-6
IL-8

24.3 (0.8–6.4)
17.0 (6.7–16.2)

↑
↑

1.7 (2.1–9.6)
63.0 (22.0–61.0)

↓
↑

0.07
3.71

Negative

Fig. 1  EEG recordings of 
patient no. 1 (A) and patient no. 
4 (B). Panel A shows slow back-
ground activity with 1- to 2.5-
Hz generalized sharp/triphasic 
waves predominant on the left 
fronto-parietal region. Panel B 
presents 2-Hz sharp-waves and 
sharp-and-slow-wave complexes 
on the left parietal region with 
diffusion to ipsilateral tempo-
ral region. Longitudinal EEG 
montage according to the 10/20 
International System + ECG, 
LFF: 70 Hz, HFF: 0.3 Hz, 
sensitivity 100 µV/mm
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pons, basal ganglia, and bilateral frontal, temporal, and 
parietal subcortical white matter (Fig. 2A–C). The patient 
was given multiple ASMs: levetiracetam, valproic acid, 
brivaracetam. EEG monitoring did not document changes 
in the epileptic activity; therefore, steroid treatment fol-
lowed by intravenous immunoglobulins and the adop-
tion of ketogenic diet (ratio 4:1) was tried. With time, 
a progressive reduction of the epileptic activity and the 
appearance of a reactive theta 6–7-Hz background rhythm 
were observed. After 2 months, a follow-up MRI showed 
a global reduction of the multiple hyperintense lesions 
(Fig.  2D–F). Despite these improvements, the patient 
remained drowsy, with a limited ability to interact with 
her surroundings and was eventually discharged to a nurs-
ing home for dependent people.

Patient 2

A 61-year-old female with complex comorbidities including 
obesity and left hemiplegia after rupture of a right inter-
nal carotid aneurysm presented with recurrent generalized 
tonic–clonic seizures. A brain CT scan did not show acute 
lesions, while lung CT scan documented a moderate degree 
of interstitial pneumonia and COVID-19 rapid testing was 
positive. Patient was intubated and sedated on propofol. An 
EEG demonstrated slow background activity with bursts of 
3-Hz sharp-waves over the left hemisphere, interchanged to 

recruiting activity on the same region (Fig. 3A). The epilep-
tic activity stopped after levetiracetam administration and 
the patient rapidly improved. During the rest of her hospital 
stay, she presented further two brief right motor seizures, 
prompting the introduction of lacosamide. After 14 days, she 
was discharged. However, 2 days later, she was readmitted 
owing to septic shock secondary to inhalation pneumonia. 
In spite of a prompt response to antibiotics and ventilatory 
support, the patient remained comatose. An EEG was per-
formed, displaying continuous generalized 3–3.5-Hz sharp-
waves, consistent with NCSE (Fig. 3B). Valproic acid and 
perampanel were unsuccessfully added to the pre-existent 
ASMs. Steroid and intravenous immunoglobulins were sub-
sequently given, but the SE remained refractory. Twenty-
five days after readmission, the patient’s condition suddenly 
deteriorated due to nosocomial pneumonia and she expired 
on the following day.

Patient 3

A 63-year-old healthy woman was admitted to the hospital 
for fever, diarrhea, and hypotension. She was intubated due 
to respiratory distress. Serology test for SARS-CoV-2 anti-
bodies was positive. A pulmonary CT scan showed diffuse 
ground-glass alterations consistent with COVID-19 pneumo-
nia. She was weaned off mechanical ventilation and seda-
tion 3 days later, but remained drowsy and unresponsive to 

Fig. 2  Radiological findings 
of patient no. 1 with anti-Zic4 
positivity. Brain magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI): 
fluid-attenuated inversion recov-
ery (FLAIR) images revealed 
hyperintensity in the middle 
cerebellar peduncles (A), pons 
(B), and bilateral basal ganglia 
(C). At 2-month follow-up, 
FLAIR hyperintensities globally 
reduced in the same regions (D, 
E, F) with an increase of corti-
cal atrophy
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external stimuli. An EEG showed diffuse slow background 
activity with 2–2.5-Hz spike-and-wave and sharp-and-
slow-wave complexes over bilateral frontal regions with 
right prevalence, compatible with NCSE (Fig. 3C), which 
resolved 2 days after the introduction of levetiracetam. Brain 
MRI was unremarkable. The patient gradually improved and 
was discharged home without symptoms. After 11 days, she 
was referred again to the hospital for confusion, followed 
by a left motor seizure with bilateral tonic–clonic diffu-
sion. Due to persistent disorientation, obsessive ideas, and 
left lower limb motor deficit, she performed an EEG that 
showed abundant and continuous 2-Hz sharp-waves on the 
right parietal region with contralateral diffusion (Fig. 3D). 
An ensuing brain MRI showed DWI hyperintense lesions 
on the right cortical occipito-parietal and bilateral fron-
toparietal regions, with no contrast enhancement. CSF tests 
were unrevealing. Lacosamide was added on with resolution 
of motor signs, but with no effect on the neuropsychiatric 
symptoms. Therefore, levetiracetam was replaced with val-
proic acid together with a short course of dexamethasone, 
with rapid clinical and neurophysiological improvement. A 
new brain MRI obtained 16 days afterwards was negative. 
The patient was eventually discharged home without neuro-
logical symptoms.

Patient 4

An 82-year-old woman, with multiple comorbidities includ-
ing systemic hypertension and moderate obesity, developed 
COVID-19 pneumonia with mild respiratory insufficiency 
and was admitted to a Covid Hospital Unit and treated with 
dexamethasone and supplemental oxygen. After 10 days, she 

presented an episode characterized by aphasia and partial 
loss of awareness, lasting few minutes. A brain CT scan was 
unremarkable. She was discharged home without therapy, 
but 3 days later she was admitted again to the hospital for 
aphasia and disorientation. An EEG showed 2-Hz spike-
and-wave and sharp-and-slow-wave complexes on the left 
temporo-parietal region (Fig. 1B). She was treated with 
lorazepam without effect; therefore, lacosamide was intro-
duced, inducing a prompt resolution of the SE. Blood and 
CSF tests were unrevealing. A brain MRI showed a small 
right nucleo-capsular ischemic lesion. She did not present 
further seizures throughout hospitalization and remained 
asymptomatic until discharge.

Discussion

Since the onset of COVID-19 pandemic, a growing number 
of reports illustrate a wide range of neurological manifesta-
tions in the context of active or successive to SARS-CoV-2 
infection, including seizures and SE [1, 3]. Here, we detailed 
four COVID-19 cases who developed SE at some point of 
the active viral disease.

The potential etiology of epileptic manifestations in 
patients with COVID-19 are likely heterogeneous, includ-
ing hypoxemia, metabolic derangements, direct viral injury, 
cytokine storming, and secondary autoimmune responses 
[4]. Central nervous system viral invasion is a controversial 
issue and it has been reported only in a very small minor-
ity of SE reports so far [1, 5]. The para-/post-infectious 
explanation appears to be an enticing hypothesis: SE may 
share the same mechanisms of well-known post-COVID-19 

Fig. 3  EEG characteristics of patient no. 2 (A, B) and patient no. 3 
(C, D). Patient no. 2: panel A shows slow background activity with 
continuous bursts of 3-Hz sharp-waves over the left hemisphere (first 
SE); panel B demonstrates generalized 3–3.5-Hz sharp-waves (SE 
relapse). Patient #3: panel C shows diffuse slow background activity 
with 2–2.5-Hz spike-and-wave and sharp-and-slow-wave complexes 

over bilateral frontal regions with right prevalence (electrodes Fp2, 
F4, and F8) (first SE); panel D reports continuous 2-Hz sharp waves 
on the right parietal region with contralateral diffusion (SE relapse). 
Longitudinal EEG montage according to the 10/20 International Sys-
tem + ECG, LFF: 70 Hz, HFF: 0.3 Hz, sensitivity 100 µV/mm
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inflammatory diseases such as Guillain-Barré syndrome and 
acute disseminated encephalomyelitis, although definite evi-
dence is lacking [1, 6, 7].

SE occurrence and severity seem independent from 
the underlying respiratory manifestations and the sever-
ity of hypoxemia [1]. This apparent inconsistency may be 
explained by the fact that cytokine production can differ 
greatly in various bodily organs [8]. In fact, in our cases, we 
found elevated values of IL-6 and also IL-8 in the serum, 
while in CSF only IL-8 was significantly increased in all 
three tested patients. As reported in other cases [9, 10], it is 
possible that IL-8 pathway can be relevant in the neuroin-
flammation response induced by SARS-CoV-2.

Regarding our small series, based on temporal evolution, 
laboratory, and MRI findings, SE in patient no. 4 can be rea-
sonably ascribed to the intense inflammatory storm. Patient 
nos. 2 and 3 presented a short-term SE relapse, a feature 
previously unreported. Both had developed the first episode 
in the context of intense inflammatory response and marked 
respiratory syndrome; both SE resolved rapidly after ASMs 
starting. The relapse took place approximately 10 days later, 
in case no. 2 shortly after a secondary pneumonia, while in 
case no. 3 without clear precipitating factors. SE became 
refractory in patient no. 2, while it rapidly improved after 
medications adjustment in case no. 3. The occurrence of a 
short-term relapse may suggest a para-infectious immune 
etiology by analogy with similar conditions such as acute 
inflammatory polyradiculoneuropathies, which in some 
cases present with one or multiple flares instead of the typi-
cal monophasic course. Furthermore, in one subject, the 
relapse was closely associated to an inhalation pneumonia, 
which might have acted as a booster for a waning yet still 
active aberrant immune response.

More problematic remains the interpretation of case no. 
1, in whom there were no respiratory symptoms. The iden-
tification of anti-Zic4 antibody in blood and CSF appears to 
be a novel finding. There have been few reports on the asso-
ciation of the anti-NMDAr antibody autoimmune syndrome 
and the SARS-CoV-2 infection [11, 12]. NMDAr encephali-
tis represents a frequent cause of autoimmune SE and some-
times viral infections may trigger its appearance [13]. Zic4 
antibodies are instead associated to underlying tumors, tend 
to frequently co-occur with other antibodies, and usually 
relate to pure or predominant cerebellar syndromes [14]. No 
tumor was identified in our case, although some investiga-
tions were withheld given the unfavorable clinical conditions 
of the patient. A causal role of Zic4 antibody can be specu-
lated based on the brain MRI findings and their evolution 
over time. However, it remains difficult to discern if the SE 
activation was due only to the inflammatory storm or to an 
immune-mediated mechanism induced by anti-Zic4 antibod-
ies. We cannot exclude the possibility that Zic4 positivity 
was just the result of a non-specific wide immune activation.

Conclusion

SE associated to SARS-CoV-2 infection remains an elusive 
entity and its range of presentations and pathophysiology are 
yet to be fully disclosed. Our small series adds new insights 
to shed further light on this controversial argument.
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